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Teach you how to get and clean data

Hopefully some R programming
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What we will cover in this course:

1) Why data wrangling is important?
2) Version control - Git/GitHub
3) Importing data (and outporting)
4) Subsetting data
5) Summarizing data
6) Cleaning data
7) Reshaping data
8) Data merging and joining
9) Functional programming (efficiently applying functions)

10) Working with factors, strings, dates
11) Working with genomic data in R



The Tidvyerse

Newer packages designed for data science that make R code more intuitive.

https://www.tidyverse.org/


How many people feel 
about data wrangling





How we feel about data 
wrangling





About us
Carrie Ava



https://carriewright11.github.io/



https://www.opencasestudies.org/



https://www.avahoffman.com/



Why this class





---
title: "My awesome website"
output: 
    html_document:
        toc: true
        toc_float: true
        theme: cerulean
---
# This is Jeff's awesome website

![](https://media.giphy.com/media/d
rXGoW1iudhKw/giphy.gif)

rmarkdown



---
title: "How does your BMI measure up?"
output: flexdashboard::flex_dashboard
runtime: shiny
---

Inputs {.sidebar}
-------------------------------------

```{r}
library(flexdashboard); library(NHANES); library(plotly);library(dplyr)
sliderInput("height", "Height in inches",0,100,72)
sliderInput("weight", "Weight in pounds",0,500,100)
sliderInput("age", "Age in years",0,120,50)

```
 
Column
-------------------------------------
    
### Chart 1
    
```{r}
nhanes = sample_n(NHANES,100)
renderPlotly({
  df = data.frame(bmi = c(nhanes$BMI,input$weight*0.45/(input$height*0.025)^2),
                  age = c(nhanes$Age,input$age),
                  who = c(rep("nhanes",100),"you"))
  ggplotly(ggplot(df) + 
             geom_point(aes(x=age,y=bmi,color=who)) +
             scale_x_continuous(limits=c(0,90)) + 
             scale_y_continuous(limits=c(0,60)) +
             theme_minimal()
           )
})
```

   

flexdashboard



library(httr)
library(dplyr)

username = 'janeeverydaydoe'

url_git = 'https://api.github.com/'

api_response =
GET(url = paste0(url_git, 'users/', 
username, '/repos'))

content(api_response)[[1]]

   

httr

$id
[1] 130377298
$node_id
[1] "MDEwOlJlcG9zaXRvcnkxMzAzNzcyOTg="
$name
[1] "first_project"
$full_name
[1] "JaneEverydayDoe/first_project"
$owner$gravatar_id
[1] ""
$owner$url
[1] "https://api.github.com/users/JaneEverydayDoe"

…

https://api.github.com/users/JaneEverydayDoe


But also...



https://doi.org/10.1038/nm1491

https://doi.org/10.1038/nm1491


http://www.birs.ca/events/2013/5-day-workshops/13w5083/videos/watch/201308141121-Baggerly.mp4

Please watch!!! Forensic Bioinformatics

http://www.birs.ca/events/2013/5-day-workshops/13w5083/videos/watch/201308141121-Baggerly.mp4




https://www.dukechronicle.com/article/2015/05/duke-lawsuit-involving-cancer-patients-linked-anil-potti-settled

https://www.dukechronicle.com/article/2015/05/duke-lawsuit-involving-cancer-patients-linked-anil-potti-settled


Doesn’t seem that important….







● Most of the attention is on the 

last step

● This course is about all the steps 

that come before

● They are critical for getting 

things rights

Leek and Peng Nature 2015

https://doi.org/10.1038/520612a




https://explorablemultiverse.github.io/

https://explorablemultiverse.github.io/examples/frequentist/
https://explorablemultiverse.github.io/


And so we data wrangle



http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/18/technology/for-big-data-scientists-hurdle-to-insights-is-janitor-work.html?_r=0

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/18/technology/for-big-data-scientists-hurdle-to-insights-is-janitor-work.html?_r=0


What you wished data looked like



What it actually looks like
http://healthdesignchallenge.com/

http://healthdesignchallenge.com/


https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api/1/get/blocks/blockingWhat it actually looks like

https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api/1/get/blocks/blocking


What it actually looks like



Slide from Jenny Bryan 
(https://github.com/jennybc/2016-06_spreadsheets/blob/master/2016-06_useR-stanford.pdf)



Slide from Jenny Bryan 
(https://github.com/jennybc/2016-06_spreadsheets/blob/master/2016-06_useR-stanford.pdf)





Where you wish data was



Where data actually is https://rickosborne.org/blog/2010/02/infographic-migrating-from-
sql-to-mapreduce-with-mongodb/

https://rickosborne.org/blog/2010/02/infographic-migrating-from-sql-to-mapreduce-with-mongodb/
https://rickosborne.org/blog/2010/02/infographic-migrating-from-sql-to-mapreduce-with-mongodb/


Where data actually is https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api/1/get/blocks/blocking



Raw & processed data



Data are values of qualitative or 
quantitative variables, belonging to a 
set of items.

“
”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data


Set of items: Sometimes 
called the population; the 
set of objects you are 
interested in  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data

“
”

Data are values of qualitative or 
quantitative variables, belonging to a 
set of items.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data


Data are values of qualitative or 
quantitative variables, belonging to a 
set of items.

“
”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data

Variables: A measurement 
or characteristic of an item
  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data

“Data are values of qualitative or 
quantitative variables, belonging to a 
set of items.”

Qualitative: Country of 
origin, sex, treatment
Quantitative: Height, 
weight, blood pressure

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data


Data sharing



1. The raw data.

2. A tidy data set

3. A code book describing each variable and 

its values in the tidy data set.

4. An explicit and exact recipe you used to go 

from 1 -> 2,3

http://vita.had.co.nz/papers/tidy-data.pdf


http://vita.had.co.nz/papers/tidy-data.pdf

https://twitter.com/hadleywickham



Reference: http://brianknaus.com/software/srtoolbox/s_4_1_sequence80.txt

A tidy data set

One variable per column
One observation per row
One table per “kind” of data with
Linking variables across tables

http://brianknaus.com/software/srtoolbox/s_4_1_sequence80.txt


Code book

Variable names
Variable descriptions
Variable units
Study design quirks



Recipe

R/Python Code
Input raw data -> output tidy
No parameters 



Explicit instructions
Versions of software
Parameters included



Vague instructions
Missing versions
Skipped steps



Ellis SE, Leek JT. (2017) How to share data for collaboration. PeerJ Preprints 
5:e3139v5https://doi.org/10.7287/peerj.preprints.3139v5

https://doi.org/10.7287/peerj.preprints.3139v5


1. Be consistent

2. Choose good names for things

3. Write dates as YYYY-MM-DD

4. No empty cells

5. Put just one thing in a cell

6. Don't use font color or highlighting as data

7. Save the data as plain text files

Rules for Tidy Spreadsheets

https://doi.org/10.1080/00031305.2017.1375989

https://doi.org/10.1080/00031305.2017.1375989


Organize thyself



"File organization and naming are 
powerful weapons against chaos."

- Jenny Bryan



Slide via Jenny Bryan:
http://www.slideshare.net/jenniferbryan5811/cm002-deep-thoughts





Raw data

● Stored local copy
● If downloaded - keep date/location



Processed data

● Processed data should be named so it is easy to see which script generated the data.

● The processing script - processed data mapping should occur in the README

● Processed data should be tidy

http://vita.had.co.nz/papers/tidy-data.pdf


Raw scripts

● May be less commented (but comments help you!)

● May be multiple versions

● May include analyses that are later discarded



Final scripts

● Clearly commented

○ Small comments liberally - what, when, why, how
○ Bigger commented blocks for whole sections

● Include processing details

● Only analyses that appear in the final write-up

●





Just no

http://www.phdcomics.com/comics/
archive.php?comicid=1531

https://xkcd.com/1459/

http://www.phdcomics.com/comics/archive.php?comicid=1531
http://www.phdcomics.com/comics/archive.php?comicid=1531
https://xkcd.com/1459/


Source: Jenny Bryan

key principles of file naming for data 
science projects:

● Machine readable
● Human readable
● Be nicely ordered



Bad Naming Good Naming

2013 my report.md 2013_my_report.md

malik's_report.md maliks_report.md

01_zoë_report.md 01_zoe_report.md

AdamHooverReport.md adam-hoover-report.md

executivereportpepsiv1.md executive_report_pepsi_v1.md



2018_jan_sales_cust001_prod001.md
2017_mar_sales_cust001_prod001.md
2016_may_sales_cust001_prod008.md
2017_jan_sales_cust120_prod007.md
2015_oct_sales_cust034_prod001.md
2015_oct_sales_cust034_prod002.md

Year Month Type Customer ID Product ID

2018 jan sales 001 001

2017 mar sales 001 001

2016 may sales 001 008

2017 jan sales 120 007

2015 oct sales 034 001

2015 oct sales 034 002



Which one is better?

analysis.R  
or 

2017-exploratory_analysis_crime.R?



Which one is better?

05-21-2017-analysis-cust001.R  
or 

2017-05-21-analysis-cust001.R?



Structure of a filename

processed_pvalue_data_from_pubmed_oct24.rda



What did I do to this data

processed_pvalue_data_from_pubmed_oct24.rda



What kind of data is this?

processed_pvalue_data_from_pubmed_oct24.rda



Where did it come from?

processed_pvalue_data_from_pubmed_oct24.rda



When did I get it?

processed_pvalue_data_from_pubmed_oct24.rda



Underscores/slashes not dots/whitespace

processed_pvalue_data_from_pubmed_oct24.rda



Consistency is the main rule

processed_pvalue_data_from_pubmed_oct24.rda
raw_pvalue_data_from_pubmed_oct24.rda



Your closest collaborator is 
you six months ago, but you 

don’t reply to emails
- Karl Broman

http://kbroman.org/Tools4RR/assets/lectures/06_org_eda.pdf

http://kbroman.org/Tools4RR/assets/lectures/06_org_eda.pdf


Step 1: slow down and document. 
Step 2: have sympathy for your future self. 
Step 3: have a system.

- Karl Broman

http://kbroman.org/Tools4RR/assets/lectures/06_org_eda.pdf

http://kbroman.org/Tools4RR/assets/lectures/06_org_eda.pdf


R + RStudio + AnVIL



www.r-project.org



https://www.rstudio.com/



https://www.rstudio.com/



https://anvil.terra.bio

https://anvil.terra.bio


What is AnVIL???



https://anvilproject.org/



AnVIL is “renting computers”

Standard Computing
- You buy a laptop one time
- You get that one laptop
- You pay little per use

Cloud computing
- You use any web browser
- You rent the computers
- You pay per hour/gigabyte/etc. 



It can feel a little weird

Purchased car
- You buy the car
- You fill up at a station
- You pay less per mile

ZipCar
- You don’t buy the car
- You pay by the mile
- You may pay more per mile



AnVIL: Data + Sharing + 
Platforms



https://anvilproject.org/data





AnVIL Data Dashboard

Extensive unrestricted and 
protected data sets already 
available within AnVIL

- 246 cohorts (CCDG, CMG, 
GTEx,1000G, eMerge)

- 285k subjects
- 3Pb and rapidly growing

- Open access (e.g. 1000G), 
dbGaP authenticated (e.g. 
GTex) and consortium 
authenticated (e.g. CCDG) 
options available https://anvilproject.org/data

https://anvilproject.org/data




AnVIL Analysis Platforms 

+ Code, text and plots 
in one document

+ Supports coding in 
Python or R

- Least scalable, not a 
complete IDE

+ Graphical interface for 
thousands of tools and 
workflows

+ Highly accessible and 
reproducible

- Tools must be 
preconfigured to use

+ Feature rich IDE for 
programming in R

+ Rich statistics & ML and 
visualizations

- Limited support for other 
programming languages

+ Extremely scalable and 
flexible

- Most technically 
demanding

- Unpredictable and 
potentially large costs



AnVIL Analysis Platforms 

+ Feature rich IDE for 
programming in R

+ Rich statistics & ML and 
visualizations

- Limited support for other 
programming languages



https://rstudio.cloud

Also great!

https://rstudio.cloud

